Consultancy Services
Maximise Production from
Reservoir Assets

Roxar’s consultancy services can help maximise production from
reservoir assets and increase productivity of asset teams.

IN SUMMARY
• A Perfect Platform for Improved Decision-Making and
Investment Returns
• Robust, Accurate and Easy to Simulate Reservoir
Models
• A Combination of People, Technology and Processes.
• Economic Assessments of All Scenarios
• Comprehensive & Integrated Reservoir Studies

The Value Partnerships
Today’s global E&P industry is all about maximising the value of
partnerships.
Products are not just about the hardware and software – they are about
the people, information, workflows, and interpretation capabilities that
combine to create a complete service-focused solution. It’s through this
partnership approach that operators can enjoy enhanced reservoir
performance and optimal decision-making.
Roxar Software Solutions (RSS)’s Consultancy Services combine people,
technology and processes to ensure that clients generate maximum
returns from their software investments.
Based on a detailed understanding of how oil and gas reservoirs function
and using our industry leading geological modelling, history matching,
and simulation software solutions, RSS’s Consultancy Services will
provide clients with robust, accurate and easy to simulate reservoir
models - the perfect platform for improved reservoir investments and
performance.

Integrated Reservoir Studies
RSS’s integrated project teams will undertake comprehensive and
integrated reservoir studies that extract maximum information from your
data and provide you with vital reservoir development information.
RSS’s Consultancy Services will work with you to generate development
scenarios with the technical and economic implications of each scenario

rigorously assessed. The full range of Integrated Reservoir Studies
includes full field development planning, reserves evaluation and
production optimisation. And you can be sure that your asset teams will
relate to the reservoir models being developed because your asset teams
helped build them.

Getting The Most Out of Your Model
RSS’s Consultancy Services have experts in all depositional environments
that can design self-updating workflows, capture uncertainties, and
create structurally and stratigraphically robust reservoir models.
Whether through our modelling solution Roxar RMS or reservoir
engineering software suite Roxar Tempest, RSS’s Consultancy Services
address all reservoir scenarios and model types. These include:
• Large models that include thousands of wells and millions of
cells;
• Complex structural models with compressional settings and
models that come with multiple layers, internal property trends,
and simple or complex reservoir interconnectivity;
• Detailed 3D facies and property modelling in both clastic &
carbonate settings, including rock type studies and water
saturation modelling;
• Fracture and fault-prone reservoirs where RSS’s fracture
modelling workflow and fault seal analysis tools provide an
unrivalled insight into how reservoirs behave and the effect
fractures and faults have on them;
• Object or indicator models fully constrained to well and seismic
input;
• Effective simulation grid design and upscaling to produce robust
simulation models; and
• The inclusion of real-time drilling data into the geological model
through the latest geosteering tools and local update modules
and workflows that keep the model updated all the time.

Consultancy Services

Realistically Representing the Seismic
RSS’s Consultancy Services also support implementations of the latest
versions of Roxar RMS, which provides best in class interpretation under
uncertainty, and the management of your associated risk throughout the
entire sub surface modelling workflow.
This includes seismic inversion tools that allow geoscientists to use
seismic data to create a rock property model, the creation of seismic
attributes, and new field planning tools. Future developments will also
enable modellers to quantify uncertainty as early as possible in the
interpretation process and to levels and speeds not previously seen.

Uncertainty Analysis and Well Planning
Whereas large investment decisions were previously made based on a
limited number of exploration and delineation wells, RSS’s Consultancy
Services help operators capture and integrate uncertainties across the
complete reservoir modelling workflow. This quantification of
uncertainty can also play a key role in estimating risk, measuring in-place
reserves accurately, effective well planning and accurate wellbore
placement.
RSS’s Consultancy Services will also provide input and support to
Tempest ENABLE, RSS’s history matching and uncertainty estimation
software solution. Through a harnessing of the reservoir simulator,
Tempest ENABLE drives through hundreds of realisations and delivers
better quality history matches and more reliable uncertainty estimates.
Working with Tempest ENABLE, RSS’s Consultancy Services help clients
with:
• Sensitivity analysis and model validation;
• The possibility of including both static and dynamic uncertainties
in the study;
• The generation of multiple history matches within short time
frames;
• Prediction of uncertainty;
• The generation of vital input for field optimisation; and
• Wide compatibility to work with almost all the simulators in the
market including Tempest MORE, Eclipse 100/300*, VIP, Nexus,
CMG simulators, Sensor, GigaPOWER, MoRes, Acres, CSim, PSim etc.

• Full-field simulation solutions that include multiple modules,
such as compositional, black oil, thermal, CO2 injection, polymer
and coal bed methane;
• PVT analysis to facilitate the characterisation of black oil or
compositional fluids;
• Support with Tempest View, a pre and post processing interface
for all Tempest modules, capable of quickly processing results
from multiple simulations with millions of cells and thousands of
wells;
• Consultancy support with Tempest VENTURE, an economic
evaluation tool which provides cash flow analysis derived from
simulation results and which allows the incorporation of
inflation rates, prices, currencies, costs, taxes, and other
variables into the interpretation process.

Looking for improved Decision-Making and
Investment Returns?
For further information on how Roxar Software Solution’s
Consultancy Services can add value to your software implantation,

please visit www.roxar.com.

* mark of Schlumberger

Full-Field Simualtion Solutions
Working alongside Roxar Tempest, RSS’s Consultancy Services help
clients carry out full field reservoir simulation projects that increase
reservoir understanding and narrow down uncertainty in future
production. Services include;
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